Youth with a Noble Vow

To all my youth who've made a vow
Rise, our journey's starting now
The time has come, the world is waiting
Our battle's begun and must be won
Take your stand, on the global stage
Champions of humankind
Emerge and dance, young heroes of mine
Challenge the darkness of the times

Face the storm with joy and pride
The heart of Soka is alive
Shine the light of hope and justice
Never give in, no matter what
Live the vow and share your faith
To illuminate the truth for all
Emerge and dance, young heroes of mine
Many in body one in mind

You must always stand alone
Your life united with my own
Lead the way creating history
Never forget what matters most
With your friends throughout the world
Become the change you wish to see
Emerge and dance, young heroes of mine
Together as one, you and I
Emerge and dance, young heroes of mine
Together as one, you and I